For all intents and purposes this reel is the same as a Pebeco 121, complete with the cast control brake sitting below the clicker/spool cap.

Start by removing the handle nut and handle. Remove the four pillar screws and lift off the side plate.

The level wind removes in typical ABU fashion; undo the screw and remove the pawl cover and pawl. Remove the worm gear retaining clip from the right side of the frame and then the whole level wind assembly can be removed.
Two bridge screws hold the bridge assembly and gears in place on the right side plate. Remove these screws and the bridge assembly simply lifts out.

The main gear lifts off the bridge assembly. Give everything a thorough clean before reassembly.

Give the gears a light coating of grease and apply a light oil to all other friction surfaces, not forgetting inside the spool caps.

Grease the threads on all screws before reassembly—it will make removal in the future far easier.